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Abstract A track settlement algorithm implemented in a multi-body simulation
software (MBS) is presented. The purpose is to extend the capabilities of a railway
track model so a ballast degradation analysis can be performed. The main idea is
to implement a methodology that enables a simulation of the train/track interac-
tion and its influence on the overall track settlement mechanism of a regular track
section. For this purpose, the common moving track model widely used in MBS
codes is changed to a model in which the track stands still. This is done by insert-
ing, in a discrete way, a set of mass-spring-damper systems along the track. The
new way in which the track is modelled allows us, in a more accurate way, to take
into account different capabilities of the track model, such as track flexibility and
damping conditions, discrete support conditions given by the sleeper distance, and
the possibility of modelling each track component independently along the track
section. In the novel methodology presented in this work, a settlement algorithm
has been directly implemented in the MBS package. The latter makes it possible
to simulate the track degradation process given by the settlement of the ballast
layer. The process consists of two main phases. In the first one the train/track
interaction analysis is carried out. In the second one, the dynamic forces are ob-
tained at the supports along the track, which are then taken and transformed, by
applying a settlement law, into vertical displacements that in turn are applied as
longitudinal level irregularities in the wheel/rail contact. The process is completed
by linking the aforementioned phases in a cyclic mode, considering as many iter-
ations as desired. This work presents an efficient and novel technique that makes
MBS code capable of predicting the impact of the accumulated track settlement
on the train/track interaction.
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1 Introduction

The high-level performance requirements and the increasing demand of an efficient
railway transport system is evident in many developed countries around the world.
Efficiency can be achieved, among other things, by decreasing maintenance and
life cycle costs. Theoretical approaches, in particular numerical models, are suit-
able tools that help the scientific community to reduce reliance on expensive and
time-consuming experimental campaigns. From the general scientific trend, one
can deduce that most likely, in the coming years, complex numerical track degra-
dation tools will become available to simulate different degradation processes 1

so the required maintenance works can be properly predicted. This will lead to
a significant decrease in the overall costs connected to railway track maintenance
operations.

The demanding track geometry specifications (level, alignment, and crosslevel)
make the railway system very sensitive to deformations that might significantly af-
fect the train/track interaction. Track settlement is a particular source of track de-
formation caused when the track is subjected to high vertical and horizontal forces
due to train passages. Track maintenance operations are thus needed to retain the
track geometry. According to [1] the accumulated track settlement produces fast
deterioration that, in turn, can cause progressive plastic deformations and hence
further deterioration in track geometry. Track settlement is a phenomenon that is
a result of the vertical permanent deformation of one or more layers of the sub-
structure that form the railway infrastructure (ballast, sub-ballast or subgrade),
see Fig. 1.

Permanent deformation laws of the subgrade, were studied in [2–6]. More in
depth assessments of the sub-ballast layer deformations can be found in [7,8]. In
this context, the contribution of [9] is particularly remarkable, in which the cyclic
evolution (experimental and theoretical) of the vertical permanent strains in the
sub-ballast layer is evaluated.

Several authors provide very useful information with regard to the ballast
degradation process. Empirical settlement laws for the ballast layer can be found
in [10–15]. In this layer, degradation can be divided into two main phases [16,
17]. In the first phase the process is rather fast and it is dominated by the con-
solidation of the ballast layer, mainly due to the rearrangement of the stones. In
the second phase, the evolution of the settlements is slower and the relationship
between vertical displacements and time is almost linear. Several aspects linked to
ballast degradation under cyclic loading are discussed in [18], based on laboratory
experiments. In the same work the authors take into account the effect of ballast
chipping in the overall degradation process. Other experimental works analyzed
the influence of the accelerations on the ballast degradation [19]. In this work, the
settlement was found to be a function of the acceleration of sleepers and it was
observed that above certain critical values the increase of settlement per cycle was
very high. Selig and Waters [20] stated that the ballast layer might be responsible
for up to 50% - 70% of the total track settlement.

1 as an example, the authors provide the Danish railway national project, INTEL-
LISWITCH, that funded the present work http://www.intelliswitch.dk/
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Numerical models enable us to predict railway track conditions by increas-
ing track safety and maintenance effectiveness [21], as long as they are properly
experimentally validated.

Within numerical simulation tools, the multibody simulation (MBS) approach
is an efficient technique to assess the dynamic interaction between the vehicle and
the track, particularly at the wheel/rail interface. These MBS codes were originally
created to carry out the risk of derailment and passenger comfort assessments.
Moreover, MBS software was widely used to simulate the train/track interaction
in track regions with complex geometries [22,23]. In the previous works, moving
track models were used in the analyses. The main disadvantage of these codes is the
inaccurate way of simulating both the track flexibility and the discrete support
conditions given by the distance between sleepers. To overcome this limitation,
some authors [24] used adapted MBS models in order to properly account for track
flexibility and discrete support conditions. The finite element method (FEM) is a
different approach; it is very widely used to analyse the interaction between vehicle
and track. It provides accurate results when modelling both track flexibility and
discrete support conditions. However, computational time using FEM techniques
is generally higher than MBS when dynamic interaction assessments are carried
out.

Interesting research works have utilized FEM to simulate train/track dynamic
interaction. Paixão et al. [25], developed a finite element model to simulate the
dynamic effects of a train passing over a transition zone to a railway bridge. In
addition to this work, Ribeiro et al. [26] analyzed the positive effect of the under
sleeper pads in the train/track dynamic interaction. The track irregularities effect
on the interaction forces between track and vehicle was assessed in [27] by means
of simplified 2-D and full 3-D FEM models.

In other cases, the scope is to utilize simplified FEM models to carry out
stochastic simulations to have a better understanding of the variability of the
parameters that characterize the interaction between the train and the track, [28].

As it was pointed out before, computational time is generally the main con-
straint of the FEM and great efforts have been done to minimize it by improving
the contact formulation [29–31]. The efficiency is even lower when track degrada-
tion algorithms are directly implemented in FEM codes, as in [32]. To overcome
the disadvantages of the FEM when analyzing train/track interaction plus track
degradation analyses by using numerical approaches, some authors have used both
MBS and FEM methods, as a cross multi-disciplinary procedure, to obtain inter-
action forces and analyze the effect of soils on the vehicle/track simulations [33,
34]. However, computational efforts when integrating MBS and FEM platforms
can still be reduced and this is one of the challenges for railways research in the
coming times.

The current paper proposes a new holistic and iterative methodology to simu-
late railway track settlements by using the commercial MBS software GENSYS®,
modified and extended by the authors to couple with track compliance. The afore-
mentioned methodology can be used as a tool to check the proper dynamic per-
formance between the track and the vehicle over a long-term period. Capabilities
of the tool make it suitable to predict the best time to perform ballast tamping,
for a certain track section.
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Fig. 1: Main components of a regular ballast track depicted in a cross section

2 MBS model based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and discrete
support conditions

2.1 Modelling of the rail

The methodology presented in this section is applied, as an upgrade, of the current
model conditions implemented in the commercial MBS software, GENSYS®. The
reason for that is to overcome the limitations of the moving track models presented
in [22,23], in which neither the rail was modelled as a continuous beam nor the
discrete support conditions, given by the distance between consecutive sleepers
being properly simulated. Moreover, the updated methodology will enable a track
degradation analysis to be carried out by implementing a settlement law in the
ballast layer.

Here, a fixed track model is created to simulate the dynamic interaction be-
tween the moving mass of the train and the track. For this purpose, a continuous
multi-span Euler-Bernoulli (EB) beam, elastically constrained at the supports, is
modelled. The supports consist of a set of mass-spring-damper systems that sim-
ulate the effect of the elements beneath the rail. The sleepers are modelled as
lump masses with a constant spacing. Between the lump mass (sleepers) and the
EB-beam (rail), a set of spring-damper systems is placed in order to model the
railpad. In the same manner, a set of spring-damper systems is placed beneath
the sleepers to account for the effect of the ballast layer. The dynamic behaviour
of the EB-beam can be characterized by using Lagrange Eq.(1), that is obtained
by applying the energy principles of mechanical systems.

L =
1

2
µ(
∂y

∂t
)2 − 1

2
EI(

∂2y

∂x2
)2 + q(x, t)y(x, t) (1)

where µ refers to the mass per unit length, E is the elastic modulus and I is
the second moment of area of the beam’s cross-section. In Eq.(1) the first term
represents the kinetic energy; the second one represents the potential energy due
to internal forces and the third one stands for the potential energy due to the
external load q(x, t). By applying modal superposition, the vertical deflection of
the beam y(x, t) is expressed below, given by a linear combination of its first h
undamped mode shapes.

y(x, t) =

h∑
i=1

φi,xWi(t) (2)
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where φi,x and Wi(t) denote the i mode-shape vector and the modal coefficient of
the vertical deflection y(x, t), respectively. By substituting Eq.(2) into the energetic
expression given by Lagrange equation, a set of i ordinary differential equations
are obtained. Each equation describes a single degree of freedom model, in the
considered modal subspace. Rayleigh viscous damping conditions are taken into
account to get the proportional damping coefficient. The set of differential equa-
tions Eq.(3) can be solved, in a quite efficient way, by using numerical integration
techniques.

Ẅi + 2ξiωiẆi + ω2
iWi =

q

mi
(3)

where mi, ξi and ω refer to the modal mass, damping ratio and modal frequency
of the ith mode respectively. The parameter q refers to the external load vector
acting on the system.

When defining the beam in the MBS Code, GENSYS®, the Euler-Bernoulli
beam function is a massless beam and the beam mass can only be taken into
account by adding masses that are rigidly connected under the beam so the Euler-
Lagrange, Eq.(1), is only completed when the masses of the rail are defined under
the beam. The masses are rigidly constrained in all directions except for the vertical
translation and rotation in the pitch direction. The beam can act like a coupler that
allows more masses such as sleeper masses, ballast masses, etc. to be connected
underneath, in order to represent a more complex track geometry, see Fig. 2a and
Fig. 2b. The nomenclature for each element used in the track modelling can be
seen in Table 1.

For a multi-span continuous beam, beam elements are utilized to properly
represent the bending stiffness of the rail at each track section. The sleepers are
modelled as rigid mass bodies, and the mass elements used to simulate the sleepers
are constrained in a similar way as for the rail masses. It is worth noting that the
presented model is able to consider both the stiffness of the rail and the mass of the
sleeper as dependent variables along the track in the longitudinal direction. Thanks
to this, it is possible to model complex track geometries in which the geometric
and mechanical properties are not constant along the longitudinal direction of the
track such as the rail profiles in switches and crossings.

2.2 Static and dynamic theoretical validations of the track model

New implementations in the model should be validated to check the suitability
of the new model. For this purpose, the authors decided to validate the model
statically and dynamically, against a more sophisticated FEM model described in
[26]. A similar validation technique can be found in [27] in which 2-D FEM models
were benchmarked against more complex 3-D FEM models. To achieve the afore-
mentioned goal, a regular stretch of track is created for both MBS code, where the
Euler-Bernoulli (EB) conditions previously described have been considered, and
the 2-D FEM package that has been used as a benchmark in this work. The main
track components considered in the validation process are the rail, the railpad, the
sleepers and the ballast layer. The MBS based on the EB conditions consists of
a Euler-Bernoulli beam that can be discretized into smaller beam elements. This
beam aims at simulating the effect of the rail, which is elastically supported on the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Layout of the discretized track model created in the GENSYS® MBS
software; (a) side view; (b) front view.

elastic railpads underneath. A set of masses evenly distributed aims at simulating
the mass of the sleepers. Finally, the model is completed by modelling the ballast
layer in a similar way as the railpads by elastically connecting the sleeper masses
to the subgrade which, in this particular case, is considered to be infinitely rigid.

An equivalent FEM model is created in the commercial sofware ANSYS®.
Similar models were previously used in [26,35] and validated both statically and
dynamically. The equivalent FEM model consists of a two-dimensional approach
where the rails are modelled using discrete beam elements (BEAM3). The railpads
are modelled using spring-damper systems (COMBIN14). Sleepers and ballast
layer are in this case modelled by means of plane stress finite elements (PLANE182).
A layout of each model is shown in Fig. 3. The type of element and the mechanical
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Table 1: Nomenclature of mechanical parameters of Fig. 2.

Notations
v - wheelset velocity kbr - ballast stiffness (right)
Mw - wheelset mass cbl - ballast damping (left)
Mrl - left rail mass cbm - ballast damping (middle)
Mrr - right rail mass crr - railpad damping (right)
Ms - sleeper mass yw - wheelset vertical displacement
Mf - fictitious rail mass zw - wheelset lateral displacement
kw - wheel-rail contact stiffness ϕw - wheelset roll rotation
cw - wheel-rail contact damper ybl - left rail vertical displacement
kc - rail-rail contact stiffness ybr - right rail vertical displacement
EIrl - left rail bending stiffness yrl - left rail mass vertical displacement
EIrr - right rail bending stiffness yrr - right rail mass vertical displacement
krl - left railpad stiffness χrl - left rail mass pitch rotation
krr - right railpad stiffness χrr - right rail mass pitch rotation
crl - left railpad damping ys - sleeper mass vertical displacement
crr - right railpad damping ϕs - sleeper mass roll rotation
kbl - left ballast stiffness λsl - sleeper distance
kbm - right railpad damping λbl - ballast supports distance

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Layouts of the two track models. (a) MBS model; (b) FEM model

parameters used for both the MBS and the FEM models are depicted in Tables 2
and 3, respectively.

Table 2: Elements used in the MBS and FEM codes to model the track components

Track
compo-
nents

Elements
MBS model

Elements
FEM model

Nomenclature
Elements
MBS model

Nomenclature
Elements
FEM model

Rail Beam Beam Beam 3 BEAM3
Railpad Spring-damper Spring-damper Plin 36 COMBIN14
Sleeper Mass 2-D plane

stress
M rigid 6f PLANE182

Ballast Spring-damper 2-D plane
stress

Plin 36 PLANE182

The validation of the MBS model is fundamental to check the suitability of
the program. In this context, it is worth noting that the commercial code GEN-
SYS®, used in this work, was previously benchmarked against other MBS codes
[36]. The validation successfully proved that the MBS code is suitable to detect
the interaction forces acting on the wheel/rail interface in track regions charac-
terized by complex geometries such as railway turnouts. In this particular case, a
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Table 3: Track parameters used in the simulation. Assumed values taken from
reference magnitudes [27,39].

Parameter Value
Model length (m) 30
Beam discretization (m) 0.01
Sleeper spacing (m) 0.60
Rail bending stiffness (Nm2) 6.11 × 106

Rail mass (kg/m) 60
Railpad stiffness (N/m) 200 × 106

Railpad damping (Ns/m) 30 × 103

Half Sleeper mass (kg) 157.4
Ballast stiffness (N/m) 160 × 106

Ballast damping (Ns/m) 500 × 103

Ballast thickness (m) 0.40

simplified moving track model was used to carry out the validation. The simplified
model provides a rough indication of where in the turnout the maximum peaks of
contact forces occur. This together with the short computational time, makes the
software valid for optimization analyses of the track geometry or for probabilis-
tic/risk assessments where a large quantity of simulations are required to simulate
the development of the forces (or degradation of the ballast) over time or number
of cycles. However, the current modelling approach which is based on a moving
track model presents two drawbacks. The magnitude of contact forces is not accu-
rately obtained because of the simplifications assumed in the way of modelling the
track, since the latter does not stand still. As a consequence of the moving track
approach, the track flexibility conditions and the discrete support effect given by
the sleeper distance are not properly simulated. The second drawback refers to
the constraints given by the oversimplified outputs of the moving track model,
since it can only provide time history results of different variables (accelerations,
velocities, displacements and forces) at different vehicle components but not for
any of the track components.

A standing still track model is fundamental when a degradation analysis is
performed because it takes into account the continuity within the model and so,
longitudinal level irregularities can be simulated when a degradation law (perma-
nent settlements) is introduced at different layers within model. Thus, it is very
important to carry out a validation of the MBS model to be sure that the model
is able to characterize the track behaviour under static and dynamic loading con-
ditions. Through a static validation, the static displacement is obtained when a
vertical point load is applied on the top of the rail, so the proper configuration
of the mass-spring-damper system underneath the rail can be verified, see Fig.4a.
The purpose of the dynamic validation is to dynamically characterize the track
system, so the proper configuration of the mass-spring-damper elements attached
to the EB beam elements can provide information about the main resonant fre-
quencies and mode shapes of the track system, as referred in [37]. The purpose of
this test is to derive the receptance curve of the track by applying a harmonic load
in the middle span between two sleepers. Track receptance function, as well as the
mobility function, is a way of deriving the dynamic flexibility of the track [38].
The relationship between the displacement and the force provides such a function,
see Fig.4b.
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Fig. 4: Validation of the MBS model taking as a reference the FEM model; (a)
static validation; (b) dynamic validation.

2.3 Validation of the train/track interaction

Once the static and dynamic validations of the track have been completed, it is
also necessary to validate the track model when it is coupled with a vehicle model.
This validation intends to verify that a proper train/track interaction is obtained
when the vehicle is moving over the track. For this reason, a simplified model of
a train wheelset is created for both the MBS and the FEM models. In this case,
the wheelset runs along a regular stretch of track with a total length of 30 m,
as described in the previous section. To simplify the analysis, only the rail and
the flexibility provided by the railpads will be considered. The dynamic interaction
response obtained in this analysis may be used to prove that the MBS model based
on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and discrete support conditions, previously
described, is able to capture some of the main resonant frequencies involved in the
train/track interaction phenomenon. The main characteristics of the wheels/track
coupling are depicted in Fig.5c.

Mechanical characteristics used to perform the dynamic interaction between
the wheelset and the track are listed below in Table 4.

Through the analysis of the dynamic interaction forces, in the frequency do-
main, the main resonant frequencies can be detected in the MBS model. Figure 6a
shows three peaks obtained at 36 Hz, 67 Hz and 74 Hz. The sleeper passing fre-
quency is obtained by dividing the speed of the wheelsets by the distance between
sleepers. So in this case, the sleeper passing frequency is 37.03 Hz (the second har-
monic lies around 74 Hz). The second peak corresponds to a transient behaviour
of the wheelset/interaction, which has a big influence on the initial phase of the
contact force. This frequency corresponds to a transient interval in which the ve-
hicle comes into the track model and both systems bounce up and down together.
A modal analysis which is carried out in ANSYS® provides a frequency for the
aforementioned bouncing vibration mode of 66.60 Hz.

Note that for the case in which the interaction forces, coming from the moving
track are analysed, none of these peaks are captured (black line) in Fig.6a. This
implies a substantial improvement of the response given by the unmodified models
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Fig. 5: Wheelset/track interaction; (a) Photo taken from rail magazine website;
(b) graphical layout in GENSYS®; (c) main MBS elements.

used by the MBS software to analyse dynamic interaction between the vehicle and
the track. It should be noted that although the computational time increases for
the newly modified MBS model, based on the EB-beam conditions, the compu-
tational efficiency still remains within tolerable limits, especially when compared
with the efficiency provided by the more complex FEM methodologies. This makes
the improved MBS model more suitable to perform tedious degradation simula-
tions.

3 Description of the implemented degradation process

3.1 Empirical laws of track degradation

According to [20], the contribution of the ballast layer settlement may represent
up to 70% of the overall settlement of the track, see Fig.6b. For this reason,
the ballast layer is one of the track components with the highest influence on the
overall track degradation process, which is why in many cases, research works focus
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Table 4: Main parameters used in the simulation of the wheelset/track dynamic
interaction. Assumed values taken from reference magnitudes [27,39].

Parameter Value
Model length (m) 30
Beam discretization (m) 0.01
Railpad spacing (m) 0.60
EB bending stiffness (Nm2) 6.11 × 106

Rail mass (kg/m) 60
Railpad stiffness (N/m) 200 × 106

Railpad damping (Ns/m) 30 × 103

Wheelset speed (km/h) 80
Wheelset mass (kg) 1800
Wheel/rail contact stiffness
(N/m)

600 × 106

Wheel/rail damping coefficient
(Ns/m)

600 × 103

Contact stiffness (N/m) 1.43 × 109
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Fig. 6: (a) Interaction forces amplitude in frequency domain for the FEM, MBS
and moving track models; (b) Contribution of different layers to the total track
settlement, adapted from [20].

on predicting track settlement evolution by only taking into account permanent
deformations of the ballast layer.

The settlement of the ballast layer can be due to settlements of the layers
beneath it such as the subballast or the subgrade. It can be also due to the rear-
rangement of its stones or due to the wear of the ballast stones causing a rounding
of the stones.

Wear and degradation phenomena can be easily distinguished by analysing
small variations in the height of the ballast layer.

The existing degradation laws that have been used to evaluate the deformation
of the ballast layer, have worked either by predicting the permanent deformation
of the materials that form this layer or through a direct prediction of the whole
layer deformation. These are described in this section.
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In this respect, [20] came up with different degradation laws based on exper-
imental campaigns. The authors suggested the empirical law given by Eq.(4) to
describe permanent ballast settlements.

εN = ε1N
β (4)

where ε1 refers to the permanent deformation obtained during the first loading
cycle, β is a constant and N is the number of cycles. According to the experimental
data obtained by Selig and Waters in [20], ε1 and β take the values of 0.35% and
0.21, respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7: Stress/force status at the ballast layer (a) Deviatoric stress;(b) Reaction
force in the sleeper.

It has been concluded that the growth rate of the permanent track settlement
is significantly reduced as the number of loading cycles increases [10]. In the latter
work, it was verified that the first loading cycle causes a very high deformation of
the ballast layer. Afterwards the permanent settlement law, corresponding to this
layer, follows a logarithmic function like the one given in Eq.(5).

εN = ε1N(1 + C log(N)) (5)

where εN refers to the permanent deformation of the ballast layer after N loading
cycles, C is a constant that, according to [10], is equal to 0.20 and ε1 refers to the
permanent deformation given by the first loading cycle, see Eq.(6):

ε1 = 0.082(100np − 38.2)(σ1 − σ2)2 (6)

where (σ1−σ2) is the deviatoric stress magnitude (given by the difference between
the major and minor principal stresses) acting in the ballast layer, see Fig. 7a.
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Parameter np refers to the porosity of the ballast layer that, in turn, depends
on both the initial tamping level and the mechanical characteristics of the ballast
layer. The latter parameter usually varies between 0.40 and 0.50, according to [20].
In order to implement this law into a numerical model, it is necessary to carry out
an assessment of the deviatoric stress level at the ballast layer. This characteristic
makes the empirical degradation law that has been utilized perfect for numerical
methodologies that are able to directly provide stress as outputs of the model,
such as FEM packages. Unlike the FEM packages, the MBS packages, such as
GENSYS, only outputs the forces. It is not straightforward to implement such a
law in the improved version of the MBS, as described in the previous section. For
this reason, it is necessary to implement a similar law that is described by means
of forces instead of stresses. Such a degradation law was described by [11]. It is
similar to that defined in Eq.(5) and it fits perfectly into the capabilities of the
MBS model, because, unlike Eq.(5), the ballast settlement is given as a function of
the reaction force in the sleepers, see Fig.7b. The magnitude of the reaction force in
the sleeper can directly be obtained as an output from the proposed MBS model.
The empirical settlement law used in the MBS model is expressed by Eq.(7).

uN = u1(1 + C log(N)) (7)

where uN is the permanent settlement of the ballast layer after N loading
cycles. C is a constant that, according to [11,40] is equal to 0.43. The settlement
during the first loading cycle, u1, depends on the magnitude of the reaction force
in the sleeper, F and the parameters s and a, as well. See Eq.(8).

u1 = sF a (8)

where the parameter s might take a constant value of 0.000 95 mm/kN, [40] or
a variable value 0.001 mm/kN-0.0004 mm/kN depending on the conditions of the
track foundation, [11].

3.2 Iterative process to simulate track settlements in the MBS code

Prediction of railway track settlement is done in this work by implementing an
iterative process like the one depicted in Fig.8. To achieve this, two different pack-
ages are integrated into a single tool that is able to predict the degradation of
the track, in terms of ballast settlement, during each iteration analysis. The first
package is the MBS model described in Section 2, which is created using the multi-
body simulation software GENSYS®. The second package is written in a program
developed in the scientific program language OCTAVE®, which contains the al-
gorithm that calculates and applies the track settlement magnitude using Eq.(7)
and Eq.(8).

In the first phase, the vehicle/track interaction using the MBS model is simu-
lated in GENSYS®. The train passage generates dynamic forces in all the spring-
damper systems located underneath the rail and along the stretch of track. Af-
terwards, the dynamic forces acting on the elements (springs and dampers) that
converge into the sleepers mass are conveniently stored. At each time step the
forces coming from (see Fig.7b) the ballast spring fkb, ballast damper fcb, railpad
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Fig. 8: Flow chart for the iterative process to predict track settlements by means
of an MBS code.

spring fkr and railpad damper fcr are added and the maximum of the result-
ing force (pointing downward) over the time history is conveniently stored. The
process is repeated for each sleeper of the model so a vector that contains the mag-
nitude of the resulting forces, previously obtained, at each sleeper of the model is
obtained. The dynamic interaction analysis is done via an implicit solver with a
constant time step of 0.0001 seconds.

In a second phase, the forces are used to calculate the ballast settlement during
the first loading cycle using Eq.(8) and the permanent settlement (in the vertical
direction) of the ballast layer after N cycles, Eq.(7). The magnitude of the perma-
nent settlement caused by a single train passage is too low. Thus, the degradation
analysis will be carried out considering a set of ∆N cycles, instead of only one at
each iteration.

The values of ballast settlement (vertical displacements), obtained in OC-
TAVE® are introduced back into the MBS model, as longitudinal level track
irregularities in the rail. These irregularities are fed back into the MBS program
as vertical displacements experienced by the wheelsets along the track. The verti-
cal displacements are written as 2 columns vector form where the first column is
the wheel position and the second columns refers to the displacement of the wheel.
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Once the geometry of the track has been updated, a new dynamic calculation
between the train and the track is carried out in the improved MBS model, so
the loop process to calculate track settlements can be repeated as many times as
necessary. The stopping criterion is defined in the beginning of the iterative process
by defining the number of total iterations i, see Fig.8 The following assumptions
have been made to perform the track degradation assessment:

– Only vertical settlements of the track are considered.
– For each ∆N (loading cycle) the forces and track geometry remain constant.
– Irregularities, at each iteration, are considered for both rails and they have the

same magnitude. The magnitude of the irregularity is taken as a result of the
average of the displacements coming from the forces acting on both the left
rail and the right rail.

3.3 Solution adopted to avoid settlement discontinuities

The force status is supposed to be constant for each increment. However, at the end
of each set of ∆N , the force status is evaluated and utilized in Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) to
obtain a new settlement law. This means that at each ∆N one would obtain two
different magnitudes of settlement corresponding either to the new force status or
to the previous one. To overcome this boundary problem, [11] suggested shifting
the settlement curves corresponding to different force status, see Fig.9.

Fig. 9: Transition of settlement laws by curve shifting

According to Fig.9, up to N1, the settlement law for force status 1 is taken into
account. From N1, settlements are given by the curve that corresponds to force
status 2. At this point, it is necessary to identify the settlement magnitude at the
curve obtained for the first force status, point A1, and for the second force status,
point B1. Distance A1-B1 will be the shifting value to the right for the whole
settlement curve corresponding to the second force status. This shifting process
will be carried out at every ∆N until the degradation analysis is completed.
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4 Numerical results of the settlement algorithm

With the purpose of testing the described methodology, in which a degradation law
is implemented into the improved MBS model, a simplified train/track interaction
example is assessed. For this particular case, the track model and the vehicle
model are the same as those described in Section 2. The speed of the wheelset is
for this case 80 km/h. It is possible to evaluate the increase of contact forces when
a change of stiffness in the ballast layer is considered. This stiffness variation will
generate an uneven distribution of contact forces around the stiffness transition
point. Different force magnitudes at the sleepers around the transition will generate
different settlement rates at each sleeper. Settlement rate is more accelerated in the
vicinities of the transition, which in turn causes increased differential settlements
and irregularities around the location in which the ballast stiffness has changed.

Results coming from two different scenarios are presented. In the first sce-
nario it is assumed that there are no changes in the ballast stiffness along the
entire length of the track model. For the second scenario, the ballast stiffness is
increased 10% at sleeper 40, located 24 m from the beginning of the model. For
both scenarios a total of 6 iterations have been carried out in the program. Each
iteration corresponds to 50000 train passages. So according to Fig.9, N=50000.

In Fig.10, results for the first scenario (no ballast stiffness variation) are de-
picted. The permanent track deformation or settlement shown in Fig.10a presents
a homogeneous distribution along the model and this is reflected in negligible
variations of the magnitude of the contact forces in Fig.10b.

On the other hand, when an initial increment of the ballast stiffness is assumed,
the pattern for both track settlements and contact forces, Fig.11a and Fig.11b,
respectively, presents a remarkable increment around the location in which the
ballast stiffness transition takes place. This result proves that the model is able
to simulate singular defects or irregularities along the track due to the particular
way of modelling the different track components by means of discrete support
mass-spring-damper systems. The iterative loop implemented to simulate the track
degradation phenomenon provides the evolution of the longitudinal level track
irregularities.
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Fig. 10: Track settlement simulation for an even ballast stiffness (a) vertical dis-
placements of the rail; (b) Wheel/rail interaction force.
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Fig. 11: Track settlement simulation for an uneven ballast stiffness (24m) (a)
vertical displacements of the rail; (b) Wheel/rail interaction force.

5 Conclusions

An evaluative ballast settlement algorithm has been implemented into the modified
commercial MBS code GENSYS®, so the program is able to carry out long-term
simulation analyses to assess the evolution of both the dynamic interaction forces
between the vehicle and the track and the longitudinal level track irregularities.
The whole settlement procedure can be analyzed by considering as many cycles
as is desired by running a numerical loop process. The main advantage of this
procedure is the low computational time compared to FEM methodologies. This
methodology applied for a regular track section, can be extended to other track
critical regions, such as railway turnouts or transition zones where track degrada-
tion is an accelerated process mainly due to the large magnitude of contact forces
acting between the train and the track. MBS codes and particularly the improved
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MBS model presented in this work, have proven to be a capable methodology
to evaluate track settlements. It provides results of the train/track interaction,
which is then fed back into the track settlement algorithm that generates an up-
dated track geometry at each iteration. Furthermore, the implemented settlement
algorithm allows one to include a large variety of settlement laws that better fit
the requirements of the user.

A systematic track measurement campaign would be necessary to calibrate
and validate the numerical model and the methodology proposed in this work.
Furthermore, it is necessary to implement the described methodology into a nu-
merical model that describes special track regions where impact forces and conse-
quently track geometry variations are really hard obtain, such as railway turnouts
or transition zones.
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